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RealFlight Evolution takes all the capabilities of the Interlink DX and combines it with additional
features to make it your go-to full featured simulator. In addition to the standard RF receiver and
Microcontroller, real flight evolution comes with a Host LiveLink Receiver and Host LiveLink
Transmitter to allow you to emulate the entire Interlink network and achieve full compatibility with
other Interlink LiveLink compatible software. The enhanced capabilities of real flight evolution
include: The next generation RealFlight Evolution's new, improved InterLink LiveLink mode has been
improved and expanded for compatibility with LiveLink compatible software. All LiveLink compatible
software and hardware like, but not limited to the Interlink DX, RX and RX2, Elite, InterLink NX and
RX10, RX4, NX8, RX10 etc. works flawlessly with RealFlight Evolution. You can now connect to and
use InterLink LiveLink compatible software without re-setting up your transmitter's settings. These
features include: PDE6 is an addon to the RealFlight 6 and is primarily intended for use with the
interlink dongle. PDE6 is a Real-Time-Simulator for AR-Drone, Drone flying,RC-Car-Driving, and of
course, flying RC airplanes. However, it also works withArduPilot SITL. It works with RealFlight 6 and
RealFlight Micro.And is completely free! The Spektrum InterLink USB (SPI) Dongle lets you connect
your Spektrum DX converter directly to the computer via a USB port for wireless control of your
Spektrum transmitter! Just plug the ready-to-fly (RTF) receiver or simulator into any spare USB port,
or use the RS400 Connection Adapter, and you're ready to fly!
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I'm having fun, if anyone out there wants to make me an originalkey for a realflight 6 dongle
emulator or at least get me the serialnumber I have, just email me (my email is removed from
above) or any othernumber in my profile. I'll try to get that and email you too. If no onehas an

original key by then, I'll just get one somehow, and send it yourway. If we could get a key or serial
number for the dongle that wouldbe great! I can't figure out what to do next, but I have my wireless
keything in front of me and a serial number that says it's the dongleemulator. I had started working
on this before PhoenixSim went down. If anyone outthere has the original dongle (or a serial number
for it) or the dongleemulator, then I can make you an original or this would be a piece ofcake for you

:) Im using non cs5 and when i try to set my radio/motor to realflight it says fails to load. I also
cannot get my radio/motor to work using realflight... It wont work with my keyboard. The only thing i
can do is use a joystick when i try to enter the virtual cockpit or run the radio/motor pre flight check..

Steam is a massiv profit 100% legal service for purchase and download realflight 6.1 (including
ethereal, x-plane, radio and motor ) for 64 bit Windows. The software is developed via the client

company as a free product. You don't need to pay anything, not even your registration fee. Anyone
with a Steam account can download the software for free. The radio that came with the g3 is the old
one, which is unusable in the current version of realflight. It is direct synchronous with the RFG3. The

radio that comes with RF Evolution is a DX5. I am using it now in my realflight g2. 5ec8ef588b
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